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THE SCENE
Deep in the woods next to your house lives the mysterious Harold Zhang. All you
know about him is that he is obsessed with everything kazoo-related. He has been
seen baking kazoo-shaped cakes, carving his own kazoos out of the surrounding trees
and serenading the local squirrel and bird population. He has a large collection,
ranging from the common plastic kazoo to a rare historical bass kazoo. However, his
most prized possession is his solid gold kazoo, encrusted in diamonds and other
precious stones. One day, after returning home from kazoo choir rehearsal, he
discovers that his most treasured kazoo is gone! He is counting on you to find out
who stole it.

Questions directly pertaining to the crime scene: 1, 2, 6, 11, 13, 22, 32,
33, 35, 48

THE SUSPECTS
Stephen Way: Stephen, a chemistry student, is frequently found in the lab,
surrounded by plastic beakers. Aside from chemistry, he enjoys baking. However, due
to his hypertension, he must use a salt substitute. He is trying to increase his water
intake and is often seen with a plastic water bottle. Stephen is also an avid fisherman,
but he insists on using natural hair for the fishing line, rather than nylon string. He
holds a grudge against Harold for outbidding him in the latest kazoo auction. “I just
want my own luxury kazoo!” Stephen exclaimed.
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Leonardo Kimberly: Leonardo works in construction, where works with gypsum
drywall, as well as helping lay plastic pipes for sewer and water supply applications.
His construction work often happens in the winter, so he has a large collection of
woolen flannels to wear to work. In his spare time, Leonardo rehairs bows for local
violinists and cellists. He wears glasses, but his lens material is susceptible to cracking
and does not block ultraviolet light well. Leonardo recently visited Harold’s house to
fix his plumbing system.
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Nathaniel Sun: Nathaniel is an ice skater. He sews his own costumes so he can be
sure that they are made of natural silk. While attempting several jumps, he sprained
his ankle and was prescribed Epsom salts and ibuprofen to treat it. He is known to
have a sweet tooth, adding table sugar to everything from yogurt to coffee. In his free
time, he volunteers at a local farm, where he cares for elderly cows. Nathaniel also
recently developed a cough and was prescribed an expectorant as part of his
medication regimen. He was reportedly seeking Harold to record a kazoo-based
soundtrack for his newest show.
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Karen Wagner: Karen is a grocery bagger at a health store that sells various
supplements and medication, like vitamins and flavor substitutes. She takes medicine
for bipolar syndrome. Her glasses are highly impact resistant but not as scratchresistant. She enjoys volunteering at her local park by rebuilding and cleaning bat
houses. While cleaning up litter, she sprained her ankle and was prescribed heating

and cooling packs for the pain. She uses numerous skincare products for acne and
only wears Merino wool or stain-resistant artificial fabrics. Karen was dating Harold,
but he broke up with her last week to concentrate on his kazoo collection. “I visited
his house just to see if he wanted to get back together,” she states.
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Alexandra Reese: Alexandra works as a veterinarian, specializing in caring for the
local rodent population. While not at the clinic, Alexandra enjoys working out in her
close fitting Lycra activewear. She supplements her fitness regimen with dietary
calcium supplements. In addition, she is addicted to Starbucks and is never found
without a coffee cup in her hand. Aside from physical activity, Alexandra also likes
making homemade slime using her special recipe of glue and borax. “I used to be
childhood friends with Harold, so I went to visit him last week,” she explains.
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